Systems Architects and Systems Software Engineers:

WIS

The Largest Software Driven Program Ever Undertaken

You can play a central role in the development of the most advanced Information Processing System ever conceived. A system so far ahead of its time that for decades it will impact state-of-the-art technology around the world, in both military and commercial applications.

You can play a pivotal role in the development of WIS, the WWMCCS (Worldwide Military Command and Control System) Information System. A system so complex and sophisticated it will provide instantaneous and secure global status of all levels of our military forces.

WIS will be the largest software-driven program ever undertaken — and GTE has been selected to take on the principal architectural role in its development. A mission that presents challenges and opportunities never before offered in a single program. That's why we need senior level systems professionals like yourself. Individuals with the experience and the maturity to venture into realms of inquiry never before explored. Professionals who can conceptualize technology that lies beyond existing state-of-the-art; who can stand up to the immense task of integrating millions of lines of software into a system dedicated to robust communication links and distributed networks on a scale never before imagined.

Imagine taking a leadership role in WIS — the first program of its size and scope to have its software designed before the hardware is selected. Imagine the impact your work will have on the future of Information Processing technology. Imagine the impact on your career.

GTE, as a world leader in the development of C3 and C'I systems technology, has been charged with developing the architecture for a system that will stand up to the toughest challenges ever conceived for an information system. If you would like to be a principal contributor in this major breakthrough project, take the initiative today and contact GTE.

If you're a Senior Level Systems Architect or Systems Software Engineer with significant experience in one of the following areas, you're ready to take a leadership role at our new WIS facility, which will be opening in the Bedford area after the first of the year.

Systems Architecture
Systems Communication Standards
Systems Communication Software ADA PDL
Database Management Systems
Operations Analysis
Systems Software Security Systems
LAN Systems
Systems Test
Systems Integration

Think what WIS can mean to your lifestyle. Centered in one of the country's richest historic areas, Bedford is only minutes from Concord and Lexington, and a half hour away from Boston. Few areas in the country can match the cultural, recreational and educational resources you'll find readily available here in the heart of New England.

To investigate these opportunities at GTE, send your resume to Joseph E. Tringali, GTE's Sylvania Systems Group, Strategic Systems Division, 1 Research Drive, Westborough, MA 01581. An equal opportunity employer m/f/h/c, U.S. Citizenship required.

The Forefront of C3 and C'I Technology

GTE Systems